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background

R

oger Black was Art Director at New West magazine in Los Angeles in the late
1970s. The magazine was going to run a lurid cover story called “The Case of
the Manacled Mormon.” Roger wanted to do a tabloid-esque typographic
cover design. He faxed me a sample of a type called Egiziano. The sample he sent was
from an old Nebiolo type catalog. Nebiolo was a foundry in Italy and Egiziano is Italian
for Egyptian, as in Slab Serif. The specimen was incomplete and the fax was funky.
Roger needed caps, lower case numerals and some basic punctuation inked and in LA by
Monday morning. It was Friday. I had barely over two days. Tough job in a pre-computer
world. First I made all the letters about the same size with a Xerox machine at an allnight drug store. Then all there was to do was design the missing characters and then
inking and retouching the whole thing. While I was working, I wondered, Why Egiziano?

Egiziano fax

Inked letters. Caps are about three inches tall.

Manacled Morman

But even in the limited amount of time I had for reflection, I could see that this was a
much different design than the cold and mechanical slab serifs I was used to seeing.
There were a lot of nice details going on that made it something special. I lettered, forty
hours or so, straight through. But, somehow, everything was inked and mounted on
boards and packed for shipping late Sunday night. I drove it out to the Oakland
Airport. Off in the dark, away from the terminal, was the Cargo Building. A fancy name
for a dingy warehouse where a guy at a counter took my package and my money.
That was it. The alphabet would be in LA in the morning. As I drove home, I remember
thinking, “Man, this is as advanced as it’s going to get. It can’t get any easier than this.”
There was a lot wrong with that Egiziano. When I saw the Manacled Morman cover,
I realized the lower case e’s were too big. I thought about going back and fixing them,
but I never did. The cat was already out of the bag. Prints of that alphabet were finding
their way out of the building and, pretty soon, the alphabet was starting to turn up in print
here and there. I could always tell it by the oversized e. Pretty funny. All in all, it was a
memorable experience. Besides, I made 250 bucks.
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even more background

fter that New West job, I continued to puzzle over Egiziano. I applied slab
serif solutions to various other lettering jobs over the years. About a decade
later Roger asked me to work with him on a redesign of Newsweek. I did
a display typeface and the logo. The display type was based on Stephenson Blake’s
Grotesque No. 9. The logo sketches started with a Clarendon, but slowly evolved into
variation of that original Egiziano.
Since then, I have drawn slab serif logos for publications like Nueva Estilo, New
Woman and El Mercurio. Another version of Egiziano is the first typeface I ever digitized,
for the San Francisco Chronicle. I made another slab serif font called Antique Condensed
No. 2 for the Font Bureau. Later, I added three more weights for a redesign of the Houston
Chronicle. And yet another slab serif display face for Amid Capici’s Newsweek redesign.
A few years ago, I started turning out members of my Sutro family. More slab serifs.
I thought I was finally getting over it. Then I heard about Chromatic fonts.

A Newsweek logo sketch, 1985 (top). Poster for Antique Condensed Two. One of
a four font family for the Font Bureau (bottom left). A logo redesign for Nuevo Estilo. Putting
a little Egiziano flavor into a logo that needed to be freshened up (bottom center). Roger’s observations
about an earlier Newsweek sketch on a piece of compan notepaper (bottom right).
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here was a lot of talk about color fonts at TypeCon 2013 in Portland. Designers
have been making layered digital fonts for a few years. I just wasn’t paying
attention. The idea that you can add additional parts to a font to enhance its
versatility is very intriguing. Like dresses for a Barbie Doll. It reminds me of the old
Chromatic Wood Type from the late 19th century. I became familiar with chromatic
wood type in the early 1960s. I was working as a lettering artist at Hallmark Cards in
Kansas City at the time Rob Roy Kelly was making a big splash at the Kansas City Art
Institute with his work with Wood Type. I got to know Kelly a little, and he let me spend
hours in his office with his fabulous library of Wood Type Catalogs. I was drawn to the

sutro shaded
Sutro Shaded before Portland. Black and white. No layers.

Chromatics and worked at producing a few chromatic characters as linocuts to print
with. But that was a long time ago. Everything was very labor-intensive. There were
no computers. It was like Caveman Days. Then, during TypeCon, it was like, “Wow!
Chromatics!” When I returned from Portland, I started experimenting with two fonts,
hoping one of them might work as a layered font. Sutro Duluxe was my first layered
family. Sutro Shaded is another slab serif, but the basic letterforms were different
enough to allow for some different layering ideas. Sutro Shaded is a six-font family.

EEE
EEE
Six fonts

Sutro Shaded Primary

Hatching

Fill

Sutro Shaded Rules
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how it works
Sutro Shaded was originally designed as an outlined and shaded slab serif font.
No layers. No fill. No nothing. After Portland, I was anxious to try some layered fonts.
Sutro Shaded became the subject of a little Chromatic experiment. I decided to leave the
original font alone, and just add some options for ornamenting the interiors of the letters.
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 1 Sutro Shaded, the name of the original
font, has become the name of the Family. The
original font is now called the Primary font.
With the Fill font, the Hatching font, the
Gradient font and the HiLite font, they are a
little Type Family. The Primary Font is like the
Daddy Font. The other five fonts all depend on
the Primary Font to tie them together.
The Fill font (shown here in Grey Poupon) was
added to put color inside of the letters.
Fig. 2 Shows the Primary font with the Fill
font sliding in behind. Like so.
Fig. 3 Shows the Fill font behind the Primary
font. The Fill font has a slight bleed so when the
Primary Font overprints it, not a sliver of light
can come through.

Fig. 3

Fig. 6

Fig. 4 Shows the Hatching font. The
Hatching font bleeds behind the Primary
font, like the Fill font.
Fig. 5 The Rules font (as in Sutro Shaded
Rules) has been added. It just floats on top.
Fig. 6 The Gradient font has replaced the
Rules font. The HiLite font has also been
added. The HiLite font can be used with any
combination of the other family members.
Eventually, there will be better technology to
set layered fonts, but until then, I just set
these in Adobe Illustrator. InDesign works fine
too. The fonts are kerned so set the kerning to
Auto. Don’t use Optical Kerning and be careful
with Adjust Tracking. — Jim Parkinson, 2014
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Sutro SHADED

ABCDE
FGHIJK
LMNOPQr
stuvw
xy&z
12345678
$90£
Sutro Shaded is a Six-Layer Chromatic font Family.
This sample: Primary font over Fill font and Gradient font, with HiLite font.
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Sutro SHADED

sutro
sutro
shaded
shaded
(Four fonts. Primary, Fill, Gradient and HiLite)

a six-layer
A
(Primary font over Fill font)

Display
family
(Four fonts. Primary, Fill, Rules & HiLite)

capable
of exhibiting
(Primary font over Fill font)

multiple
(Primary font over Fill font with Hatching and HiLite fonts)

personalities
(Primary font over Fill font)

A Six-Font Family: Primary, Fill, Gradient, Hatching, Rules and HiLite
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Sutro SHADED

ABCDE
FGHIJK
FGHIJK
LMNOPQr
stuvw
stuvw
xy&z
12345678
12345678
$90£
Sutro Shaded is a Six-Layer Chromatic font Family.
This sample: Primary font over Fill font with HiLite font. Gradient and Rules fonts alternate lines.
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sutro shaded
Available at:

MyFonts.com FontShop.com Fonts.com

ask for the free

user manual
I want my free manual!

typedesign.com
Parkinson Type Design
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